
Topic: Human Migrations 

• Agrarian (grew food, raised animals) vs. Hunter-Gatherers 
(gathered wild food and tracked and hunted other animals)

• A mix wasn’t unusual
• Eruption of Mt. Toba resulted in the human population to 

only a few thousand on the entire planet.
• Volcano erupted
• HUGE ash clouds
• Blocked sun
• LONG Winter around the world
• Plants died
• Animals died
• Humans died

• Hunter Gatherers:
• Followed the food
• Used up ecosystems
• Moved on to new ecosystem, old ecosystem could 
recover

• Cause and Effect Loop:
• Earth healing after Toba disaster = areas of lush 

resources (more plants = more animals) - surplus
• Population increased
• Needed more food
• But they were set up in a single place
• Needed to find a way to make more food OR return to 

Hunter Gatherer life



• What IS Agriculture - forcing the environment to change to 
suit our needs. 

• Domesticate - 
• 1 a : to breed or train (an animal) to need and accept the 

care of human beings : to tame (an animal)
• 1b : to grow (a plant) for human use
• Domesticated animals could be used:
• to do work (i.e. dogs guarding, dogs hunting, oxen 

pulling, horses or donkeys for riding)
• for materials (i.e. skins/hides, fur/hair/feathers, bones, 

horns, fertilizer from feces or decomposing bodies)
• for food (i.e. eggs, milk, meat) 

Pros Agrarian (Benefits) Cons Agrarian (Dangers/Risks)
More control over food supply Disease spread faster
Could build solid structures Hygiene (more waste)
Store food/supplies for later
Share labour in larger groups

Pro (Benefit, 
Plus)

Con (Dangers, 
risks, problems)

Pro (Benefit, 
Plus)

Con (Dangers, 
risks, problems)



Early villages (beginning of the agrarian era 15K yra  6Mppl) 
- 
• Houses for extended families
• Communal (for everyone/shared) storage for food, tools 
etc.

• Protection - i.e. palisade 
• Small populations, but larger than one or two extended 
families

• Getting food was a combo of agriculture and foraging / 
hunting

Collective Learning! - sharing knowledge and experience, 
improving and innovating/creating

5K yra saw the first “States” (50M ppl)
a : a politically organized group of people usually occupying 
a definite territory : nation
— see also city-state, nation-state
b : a particular kind of government or politically organized 
society — see also police state, slave state, welfare state

• States - governments, rules, laws, became necessary 
because when more and more people began living 
together, they had to have a shared idea / agreements 
about what was right / acceptable, vs. what was wrong / 
unacceptable, and how to deal with each other.
• The point was to limit conflict and support survival of the 

group not just the individual.



Fermentation - the process of gasses and alcohol being 
produced from rotting organic sources (i.e. meat, milk, 
grains, fruits etc.)

When you had extra food, some rotted before it could be 
eaten - it became fermented, developing yeast (a 
microscopic fungus that reproduce by budding, and are 
capable of converting sugar into alcohol and carbon dioxide). 

• beers - cereal grains (barley, hops)
• liquor - grain, root veggies, fruits
• wine - fruits, berries 
• people would add fermented substances (wine, beer) to 

water, and it killed bacteria.
• from grain rotting got beer and yeast = bread
• milks - yogurts, cheeses, liquors

Bread w/o yeast called “unleavened” = 
• Flatbreads
• Pitas
• Naan
• Focaccia
• Pan breads
• Pancakes
• Fry bread / bannock
• Baked biscuits
• scones 



Agriculture development
• 11,000 yra in Fertile Crescent and Egypt
• 9,000 yra in East Asia / Papua New Guinea
• 5,000 yra in West Africa and The Americas

A. Agriculture = Surplus of food
B. Surplus of food = wealth + increased population
C. Wealth = potential for conflict and competition
D. Potential for conflict + increased population = need for 

rules 
E. Need for rules + increased population + increased 

territory = development of ‘governments’ (States)

Some of the earliest governments: 
1. Middle East
2. China 
3. Indus Valley (India) 



Specialization (people doing what they are good at) could 
only happen when there was enough food for everyone, and 
people started trading goods and services (skills). 
• Farmers
• Hunter gatherers (animals, fish, berries, fungi, herbs, fruit, 

veggies etc. that were difficult to cultivate)
• Builders
• Healers / Priests / Shaman 
• Leaders (early government, members of councils, judges, 

lawmakers and lawkeepers)
• Storytellers - teachers, knowledge keepers
• Soldiers, warriors
• Traders
• Craftspeople (fabric, pottery, carvers etc)
• Bankers
• Miners
** The more skill a job / trade required, the more status the 
people who could do that job had in their communities.

As territories expanded, people either developed cooperative 
trading relationships or came into conflict, resulting in 
battles, wars, slavery, etc.   

Because some people had more status or more resources, 
they became fearful of losing their status and resources.  
Hierarchies formed: some people were more powerful and 
they created social structures (i.e. social classes) that 



decided what people were allowed to do what, who had 
rights and who had none.

People in power who had more status and resources

The majority of people, whose work supported those in power.

99% protests = most wealth in 
N.Amer held by only 1%

The “many” feed into the power 
and wealth of the very few at the 
top of the hierarchy.

The well-being of the whole is something every person in the 
community contributes to.

Leaders are responsible for others.

It is the responsibility of the leaders to 
ensure the well-being of the majority 
(the “many”). 



Thomas Hobbes - humans without state control are brutish, 
nasty, “inhuman” animals.  Humans are essentially weak and 
evil and need rules to be good. (Philosopher)

Jean-Jacques Rousseau - humanity was essentially good, 
but that wealth is a temptation that makes us immoral and 
violent. (Original hippy.) (Philosopher)

Stick vs. a carrot
• Stick = punishment or pain to force someone to do 
something.

• Carrot = luring or tempting someone with a reward to 
make them do something

Everything is about energy
• Sunlight = energy, light / heat energy transformed by 

photosynthesis to useable carbohydrate energy (plant 
based foods) 

• Current sunlight = plants that grow in a current solar year.
• Ancient sunlight = using old, decomposed carbon based 

life forms (i.e. oil, coal, etc.) 

• From a science point of view, agriculture = harnessing 
more energy from the sun than we could by hunting and 
gathering.



• Because we built society on harvesting energy and 
creating “stuff” with it, we need to keep harvesting energy 
and building stuff so that society doesn’t fall apart.  BUT 
what happens if we run out of “stuff” (matter) or energy 
sources?

Every solution comes with new challenges or problems to be 
solved.

Remember collective learning? 
• We are still learning from and improving on ideas from 

ancient history and our ancestors. 
• Where oral culture was supplemented (something was 

added) by writing, beginning about 5K yrs ago, we have 
seen: 
• increased communication across cultures
• increased communication across time
• increased ability to share and improve ideas across 

cultural lines

As populations grew and traveled, the more “innovators” 
there were - people who could think of new ways of doing 
things, and then share their ideas.



Writing (5K yrs ago) - 
• Started as a way of accounting - keeping track of animals, 

crops etc.
• Then recording politics/historical events
• Was only for the elite (rich and powerful) because it was 

expensive, most people could not read and write, and it 
took a lot of time

• Eventually used to record ideas, then stories
• Later it was used as a way of people communicating 

personally (letters)

We cannot keep increasing our use of energy and increasing 
our population without having an impact on our physical 
environment. 

The environment impacts our lives, our lives 
impact the environment. 

• By 1K BCE the human population had risen to 120mil 
(Classical Era - Greece and Rome)

• By the end of the agrarian era at the beginning of the 
Industrial Revolution, the human population was up to 
954mil ppl

Humans have will tend to breed until we have too many 
people to support. (Other animals also do this.)



Carrying capacity - how many organisms an ecosystem can 
support.  For humans, the ecosystem is the entire planet.
Cycle: 
A. Potential for innovation and development / enough 

resources
B. Prosperity
C. Growth
D. Strain
E. Results of overpopulation and social strain: 
• Civil conflict
• Poverty / destruction
• Disease
F. Potential for new innovation and development

Humans push growth - we always want more

When we push the edges of capacity-
• depleted (reduced to the point of danger) resources
• disease
• conflict
• overcrowding
• poverty 



SS 08 Cornell note reflection

Tasks
1. Go over your Cornell notes on the following: 

A. Prologue 1 - In the Beginning (How the Earth formed)
• Planet, minerals, earliest life up to trilobites
B. Prologue 2 - Where did we come from? (Human 

evolution) 
• Cradle of life, Australopithecus, Hominids, documentary 

about Long Ago Man in Yukon (field trip)
• Creation Stories
C. Prologue 3 - Hey Look, I grew stuff! (Rise of agrarian 

society)
• Migrations and agrarian society

2. Make sure you have done your summaries for your 
notes.

3. Choose one of your earlier examples of notes AND one 
of your newer examples of your notes.  You’re going to 
briefly explain to me how you’ve improved at taking 
notes. 
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